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Thinking Style and Team Competition Game
Performance and Enjoyment
Hao Wang, Hao-Tsung Yang, and Chuen-Tsai Sun

Abstract—Almost all current matchmaking systems for team
competition games based on player skill ratings contain algorithms designed to create teams consisting of players at similar
skill levels. However, these systems overlook the important factor
of playing style. In this paper, we analyze how playing style affects
enjoyment in team competition games, using a mix of Sternberg’s
thinking style theory and individual histories in the form of
statistics from previous matches to categorize League of Legend
(LoL) players. Data for approximately 64 000 matches involving
185 000 players were taken from the LoLBase website. Match
enjoyment was considered low when games lasted for 26 min or
less (the earliest possible surrender time). Results from statistical
analyses indicate that players with certain playing styles were
more likely to enhance both game enjoyment and team strength.
We also used a neural network model to test the usefulness of
playing style information in predicting match quality. It is our
hope that these results will support the establishment of more
efﬁcient matchmaking systems.
Index Terms—Matchmaking, player data mining, player modeling, player satisfaction, thinking style.

I. INTRODUCTION

E

NJOYABILITY is both a major goal in online game
design and a core topic in game research. The designers
of experience-driven and player-centered games have used
player data and customization tools in their attempts to enhance
enjoyment [5], [6], [9], [27]. Various efforts in this regard have
emphasized level generation [22], dynamic difﬁculty adjustment [11], [12], [16], and automatic storytelling [21], [17], [23],
among other factors, with content presentation based on various
player classiﬁcation systems. Competitive team game designers
are putting signiﬁcant resources into matchmaking systems
that automatically organize players into teams in a manner
that maximizes enjoyment by balancing player strengths. Such
systems are important because most video game players do
not have the time or resources to form regular teams. The
irregular nature of team membership means that rating systems
must focus on individuals rather than groups. The Elo system,
which measures comparative strengths in competitive games, is
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widely used for ranking players and teams in Chess, American
college football, and other sports, and many competitive game
developers are adapting the system for player ranking and
matchmaking purposes. According to the Elo system, rankings
for individual video game players and teams that compete on a
regular basis increase/decrease when they win/lose matches.
However, 1-D Elo ratings do not accurately reﬂect certain
aspects of team competition games, for example, teamwork,
which is associated with the playing styles of individual members. Video or online game players with high Elo ratings may be
good at ﬁghting or helping other players in team competition,
even though they have separate roles that affect enjoyment
and performance in distinctly different ways. Thus, a team
consisting of players who are good at solo ﬁghting may be weak
in tasks requiring cooperation. If some players complain that
others are failing to support them, the potential for diminished
team strength and enjoyment increases, but if the majority of
team members are more concerned with helping than with
ﬁghting, interest can lag due to the small number of ﬁghts that
occur.
In the absence of any proven method for overcoming these
problems using a performance-based matchmaking system such
as Elo or Trueskill [36], our motivation in this paper is to use
other factors to address such limitations. Since teamwork is
strongly associated with playing style [2], one task is to determine whether correlations exist between playing style and
both enjoyment and comparative team strength. We incorporated Sternberg’s thinking style theory [1], which is widely applied in both business management and education, into our research methodology. Wang et al. [30] are among researchers
noting that the practice of grouping learners based on thinking
style can improve group performance and learner satisfaction.
They found that a mix of thinking styles among members of
a team can exert a signiﬁcant positive inﬂuence on cooperation
within different types of groups for work and classroom learning
purposes. We believe thinking style can exert a similar effect on
cooperative game play.
Since data collection is an important aspect of matchmaking,
several of today’s most popular games now feature openly accessible player history logs. World of Warcraft has a website
named Armory [32] that contains statistics on players from all
over the world, and League of Legends (the game used in this
study) features a website called LoLBase [34] to which players
can upload their personal game data. We used this information
to create playing style categories, to derive comparative team
strengths from win rates, and to determine match enjoyment
among players. Statistical tests were used to ﬁnd correlations
between playing style and enjoyment to support our assertion
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that playing style can serve a useful function in matchmaking
systems. Further, results from a neural network model indicate
that playing style data can assist in predicting match quality.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Thinking Style
Thinking style refers to the ways that individuals deal with
problems and situations. Correlations have been reported between speciﬁc thinking styles and learning achievement; in
other words, people with different thinking styles are good at
different tasks [1]. Researchers have proposed several thinking
style structures. The Myers–Briggs-type indicator (MBTI) [18]
uses four axes: extraversion–introversion, sensing–intuition,
thinking–feeling, and judgment–perception. MBTI instruments
are described as measuring qualities associated with general
personality traits. Riding and Cheema’s [19] description of how
people organize new information and solve problems consists
of only two axes: holistic–analytic and verbalizer–imager. The
Kirton adaption–innovation inventory [13] uses a single axis
to measure problem solving tendencies—speciﬁcally, whether
individuals tend to use qualitatively different solutions or to
make small changes based on known solutions when dealing
with new problems.
For our purposes, we will use Sternberg’s system (which
largely focuses on problem-solving style), based on our perception of competitive team games as series of problem-solving
tasks. Sternberg categorizes thinking style dimensions as
local–global; liberal–conservative; legislative judicial or executive; internal versus external (cooperative tendency); and
monarchic, hierarchic, oligarchic, or anarchic (self-governance). The ﬁrst two are the focus of this study. The local–global
category refers to the tendency among individuals to perceive
or deal with problems in a detailed or comprehensive manner.
Those with stronger local inclinations focus on details and immediate problems, while those with stronger global tendencies
prefer making comprehensive observations. Individuals with
stronger liberal tendencies take more and higher risks (with
the potential for bigger rewards) and welcome unpredictable
situations; those with stronger conservative tendencies prefer
steady progress and predictability.
We will focus on these tendencies due to their known correlations with LoL game features: LoL gameplay strongly emphasizes cooperation, and more successful players are believed
to be better at making decisions based on overall situations—a
characteristic that we believe makes local–global tendencies
suitable for LoL player classiﬁcation. Accessible information in
LoL is incomplete: players can only see the immediate environments surrounding their own or their fellow teammates’ virtual
characters. Often they cannot see enemy characters—a feature
that adds randomness and unpredictability to the game. Since
the ways that players cope with unpredictability affect their
play, we believe this feature also makes liberal–conservative
differences suitable for LoL player classiﬁcation, for instance,
players who feel comfortable with risk taking are more suitable
for high-risk team roles such as scouts and primary attackers.
We also believe that important differences exist between the
two tendencies in terms of observability via player statistics.

For example, legislative tendencies are not directly observable
because they are linked with creativity, which is difﬁcult to
detect and measure automatically. In addition, even though internal–external tendencies are crucial in team match games, we
found that available statistics were insufﬁcient for accurately
measuring cooperative behavior in LoL. Instead, cooperation is
better identiﬁed and recorded in terms of strategic map marking
behavior (coordinating the actions of team members) and vocal
communication (frequency of verbal interactions).
B. Player Modeling
To provide customized experiences, automatic game systems
measure multiple player characteristics such as skill level, emotion, and content preferences. For example, players in dynamic
difﬁculty adjustment (DDA) systems are classiﬁed according to
skill-based performance data that are used to adjust game difﬁculty [11]. In automatic storytelling systems, players are classiﬁed based on their story or event preferences (e.g., ﬁghting
versus negotiation) that are detectable and measurable in terms
of their previous choices and actions [23]. Psychophysiological
game researchers have shown that player emotions can be measured and classiﬁed using equipment that detects skin conductance, heartbeat rate, and facial electromyography (facial EMG)
signals, among other quantiﬁable factors [14].
Player classiﬁcations can be supervised or unsupervised.
Supervised classiﬁcations (preferred by most researchers
and game developers) use domain knowledge as a guide,
with players divided among predeﬁned classes. Using automatic storytelling systems as an example, Thue et al.’s [26]
Player-Speciﬁc Stories via Automatically Generated Events
(PaSSAGE) system classiﬁes players according to ﬁve attributes associated with role-playing game knowledge: ﬁghter,
method actor, storyteller, tactician, and power gamer. In
contrast, unsupervised modeling researchers avoid using predeﬁned classes and instead use data to create distinctly different
player categories. For example, Gow et al. [10] use mathematical techniques that minimize in-group variance in play data,
and do not rely on predeﬁned player styles. van Lankveld et
al. [29] and Tekofsky et al. [43], [44] suggest using automatic
gameplay observation tools in digital game-like environments
to classify player personalities according to the ﬁve factor
model (FFM) (also known as OCEAN, for openness, conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness, and neuroticism). In
studies involving experimental and mainstream commercial
games, they identiﬁed correlations between game statistics
and both personality traits and age. Further, in studies focused
on potential correlations between player interaction and team
match game outcomes, Yang et al. [45], [46] found that the
combination of actions, in-game roles, and game-time stages
resulted in predictable patterns.
For this study we used supervised classiﬁcation for statistical
purposes and for working with a neural network model. This
supports the generalizability of our results, as well as our
attempt to understand them in terms of psychological theory.
The main difference between our approach and those of past
researchers is our ability to address player interaction issues
instead of limiting ourselves to player content preferences,
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since Sternberg’s system also emphasizes cooperation and
performance.
C. Matchmaking
For most mainstream commercial titles, matchmaking is
based on individual player skill ratings, with those having
similar ratings randomly distributed among teams prior to
matches [2]. The Elo and Microsoft TrueSkill systems are both
based on win–lose records. Elo, the ﬁrst widely adopted method
based on a mathematical model, assumes that a player’s game
performance is a probability distribution. At the conclusion of
any game, the winner’s skill rating is increased and the loser’s
rating is reduced by the same amount. However, players can
gain higher skill rating scores by defeating opponents with skill
ratings that are higher than their own, and gain only a small
amount by defeating players whose past records show them
to be much less skillful. Since the Elo system only deals with
one-on-one match results, it cannot be used for today’s team
competition games, some of which support match competition
between more than two teams, thus resisting win–lose measures.
Speciﬁcally designed to address these shortcomings, Herbrich et al.’s TrueSkill system [36] is based on probability
distributions and a Bayesian optimization process. Team performance is measured as the sum of individual team member
performances, meaning that the skill ratings of individual
players can be updated according to team performance and
ranking. The TrueSkill system was designed so that players
who defeat opponents with much higher ratings receive a
larger number of skill rating points. Currently used for games
published by Microsoft, TrueSkill has several shortcomings
tied to its Bayesian optimization characteristic [38]. Two of
the more important drawbacks are the arbitrary nature of its
prior probability distribution, and a lack of consideration of the
size of performance differences between teams, since it only
considers ranking. This issue is partially addressed by Guo
et al. [37], who use scores as a team performance indicator.
Scores can be used to measure differences in performance
(with large winning margins earning more rating points), and
to update skill ratings accordingly.
As stated earlier, these methods emphasize performance at
the expense of factors such as personality and style that are
equally, if not more important in team competition games,
where a sense of fun is largely tied to interactive play. Riegelsberger et al. [20] were some of the ﬁrst researchers to address
this absence by using player proﬁle information concerning
gender, age, leisure activities, and some game-speciﬁc characteristics such as skill level and preference for trash talking.
They also observed that many gamers prefer certain player
types to others, for example, aggressive players prefer playing
with other aggressive players. Note that their method is based
on player-edited proﬁles rather than gameplay statistics, thus
presenting challenges in terms of automation. In the long term,
individuals may adjust their playing styles but neglect to update
their proﬁles to reﬂect those changes. Further, Riegelsberger
et al.’s method is only suitable for avoiding undesirable teammates and adversaries based on self-reported tendencies such as
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bad behavior and aggressive language. It is not suitable for encouraging cooperative play or performance, since player-edited
proﬁles often do not accurately reﬂect playing style.
Another method that considers playing style is now appearing
in some commercial titles. As this paper was being written, a
LoL development team was testing a matchmaking system that
considers self-assigned team roles and positions [35]. The purpose of the system is to give players opportunities to state what
positions they prefer (in LoL terminology, top lane, middle lane,
bottom lane, jungle, or support), and to use that information to
create balanced teams. Other researchers are looking at ways to
automatically detect team competition game roles and positions
[25], [28]. This information can be updated online, thus adding
greater support and ﬂexibility to matchmaking systems based
on accurate playing style data.
D. Enjoyment
Multiple factors are associated with sense of enjoyment—arguably the ultimate game design goal. According to Csikszentmihalyi’s psychological ﬂow theory [7], the balance between
challenge and skill is a central element for optimal experience
in any activity. Koster [15] argues that fun emerges from the
process of mastering something difﬁcult. As part of their work
identifying motivation and sources of fun among MMORPG
players, Yee [4] and Bartle [8] looked at goal achievement,
player interaction, and fantasy world immersion, among other
factors. Still other researchers have used or made modiﬁcations
to Caillois’s [31] four-part play classiﬁcation system of competition, simulation, chance, and vertigo, with corresponding
examples being basketball, role-playing games, gambling, and
riding a roller coaster. Caillois has also observed that play
activity can be ludus oriented or paidia oriented, depending
on how structured the rules are. Most of today’s team games
are examples of ludus-oriented competition, that is, they are
played according to structured rule systems. Fun comes from
practicing and progressing, discovering new strategies within
rule constraints, and defeating opponents. However, a closer
look reveals that game aesthetics are also important to enjoyment, for example, coming back from a huge disadvantage to
win a match. After experimenting with dozens of combinations
of game process features, Browne and Maire [3] proposed a
method for generating one-on-one combinatorial game rules
based on process aesthetics. They found correlations between
game enjoyment and uncertainty, lead change, the permanent/impermanent effects of a good move, and killer moves,
among other factors. Further, as previously mentioned, player
interaction also exerts a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on enjoyment.
Items in player report questionnaires designed to measure enjoyment can consist of 1-D numbers to rate play experiences, or
of complex structures that reﬂect multiple measurement dimensions. Sweetser and Wyeth’s [24] instrument contains dozens
of questions designed to measure eight gaming experience dimensions based on Csikszentmihalyi’s ﬂow theory. Another approach is to measure emotional status using the psychophysiological signals described above. The primary advantages of
this method are objectivity and the ability to take measurements
while players are engaged in their gaming experiences, perhaps
gathering information that players might not remember after
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Fig. 1. Research model. Play history was retrieved from the LoLBase website.

a game is ﬁnished. However, researchers need to ensure that
their equipment does not interfere with the gaming experience.
Another challenge associated with this method is the dynamic
nature of the relationship between enjoyment and emotion, for
example, positive valence is associated with high levels of enjoyment while watching a comedy ﬁlm, but not while watching
tragedies or horror ﬁlms. Another example is low arousal, which
is associated with low enjoyment of action-oriented games, but
not of puzzle games. In short, researchers must be careful to deﬁne enjoyment based on physiological signals in a context-speciﬁc manner.
Using play data to measure player experiences has some of
the advantages of both questionnaire and psychophysiological
approaches. The method does not interfere with playing experiences during the gathering of objective and real-time information, while giving researchers access to large player samples.
However, the heuristic design of this method may result in less
accurate data. Delalleau et al.’s [2] approach to measuring enjoyment in ﬁrst-person shooter games is based on statistics such
as lifespan, kill/death ratios among teammates, and bullets ﬁred.
Browne and Maire’s [3] method for measuring enjoyment in
combinatorial games is based on numbers of decisive moves
and changes in advantage, among other factors. However, while
correlations between these indexes and enjoyment have been
noted, there is still a subjective aspect that is difﬁcult to accurately measure.
III. METHOD
For this project we used play statistics to measure two levels
of enjoyment. As shown in Fig. 1, we retrieved information from
the LoLBase website, used it to categorize individual players
and teams in terms of playing style, and searched for statistical correlations between 1) playing style and the percentage
of short matches (a partial measure of enjoyment) and 2) team
style combination and win rate (a partial measure of comparative strength). In addition, a neural network model with playing
style data was used to predict short games.
A. Data Collection
LoL matches involve two ﬁve-member teams; whenever one
player uploads match data to LoLBase, the records of the other

nine players are automatically updated. There are at least two
disadvantages to using player-uploaded data. First, players who
regularly upload their results tend to be more dedicated, therefore the data may be biased. Second, players tend to only upload
data that make them look good and/or when their teams win.
We believe these issues are less problematic in our case, since
whenever a member of a winning team updates her information, all data for members of the losing team are also recorded.
This process also supports the collection of data for nondedicated players. Fig. 2 presents a screenshot of a LoLBase page
containing information on player IDs, Elo ratings, match durations, and player actions, including but not limited to numbers of
farmed coins, destroyed buildings, kills, assists, and purchased
items. Since we did not have direct access to the database, we
were limited to retrieving data one match at a time. To construct
a large number of playing style proﬁles, we randomly selected
one player ID and one match involving that player, retrieved
data for all ten players involved in the match, and then built
proﬁles using the records of all matches involving those players
one by one. Between September 2010 and February 2011, we
retrieved data for 64 043 matches played by 185 158 individual
players. The website is currently down, but there are several alternative websites (e.g., LoLDB [39]) that can be used to collect
player data. To prevent bias from small sample size, we limited our analysis to players who participated in a minimum of
50 matches. We also limited our analysis to players who had
reached level 30 in LoL so as to eliminate data for players in the
game-learning stage (since their playing styles are more likely
to be unstable), and to remove distorted data associated with casual players who surrendered or abandoned games long before
the required 25-min minimum. Approximately 25 000 matches
remained after ﬁltering.
B. Playing Style Calculations
Our approach to mapping game activities to Sternberg’s
thinking styles is illustrated in Fig. 3. We speciﬁcally mapped
four in-game actions: player kills, assists, building destruction,
and farming. Note that we refrained from labeling certain
actions as better or worse than others, since all are required to
win matches. Further, our motivation for using thinking style
was to measure how players use their abilities rather than their
ability levels alone.
The local-conservative (L-C) style is closely associated with
farming, that is, the practice of players ﬁghting nonplayer characters (NPCs, also known as “creeps” or “jungle monsters”) to
earn experience points and virtual currency. Farming is viewed
as a safe way for players to develop their characters, since
NPCs are situated in ﬁxed positions and have consistent and
predictable strengths. Farming is also a single-player behavior
that does not require cooperation with teammates or broad
observations of what is happening in a game. For these reasons,
we believe that large amounts of time dedicated to farming
actions are indicative of an L-C thinking style.
Risk taking and embracing unpredictability are considered
liberal characteristics. Indicators of a local-liberal (L-L) playing
style are associated with the killing of other players’ characters—a risky action because it increases the potential for being
killed, and because other players are unpredictable, especially
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Fig. 2. LoLBase website. Detailed play statistics can be accessed by right-clicking the character portraits.

compared to NPCs. Killing other players is also considered a
comparatively local action that does not involve outside observation, understanding, or direct assistance given to or required
from teammates.
We believe there is a strong connection between global-conservative (G-C) playing style and the destruction of virtual
buildings. This is an action that has little direct beneﬁt for
individuals, but is very helpful for team success in tactical situations. The number of destroyed buildings is a strong indicator
of team advantage in a match—a global aspect of playing style.
This activity is also considered conservative and predictable
due to the ﬁxed characteristics of building strength and position.
A global-liberal (G-L) playing style is oriented toward giving
assistance, for instance, helping teammates with their kills. In
many situations, giving assistance is considered risky due to
the unpredictable nature of player versus player (PvP) ﬁghting,
yet the helping aspect is clearly a global characteristic.
To determine playing style scores, we divided player match
statistics by match duration to produce temporal data such as

“assists per minute.” We then calculated average per-minute
scores for all players and standardized them to -values. Final
scores reﬂect each player’s comparative strength in actions executed by all players. We used the highest of the four scores to
identify each individual’s playing style (Fig. 4). Percentages for
each class were calculated as G-C, 24.3%; G-L, 23.7%; L-L,
26.1%; and L-C, 25.8%.
C. Team Style Derivation
Team style classiﬁcations were based on individual member
playing styles. Due to the large number of possible combinations and the potential for confusion if we labeled each one as
a different team style, we classiﬁed them according to the 15
style combinations shown in Table I. For example, when determining whether teams consisting of all-local style players have
lower win rates due to lower teamwork values, we analyzed data
from matches played by team types 01, 02, or 05, that is, those
consisting of all L-C or all L-L players.
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Fig. 5. A large number of matches ended at 25 and 26 min marks because of
the surrender mechanics. We thus deﬁne matches shorter than 26 min to be low
enjoyment matches.
Fig. 3. Mapping between thinking style and in-game action.

Fig. 4. A player’s playing style proﬁle. In this example, the player’s highest
score is in farming, which is an L-C style action. Therefore, the playing style is
assigned “L-C.”
TABLE I
TEAM STYLE CLASSIFICATION

less were labeled as low-enjoyment based on our assumption
that one team was easily defeated or surrendered as soon as
possible. Potential underlying reasons include team skill level
mismatches or a lack of desire among losing team members to
attempt a comeback.
To test our assumption of a relationship between short game
duration and enjoyment, we asked the 26 participants who completed a survey questionnaire (15 males and 11 females between
the ages of 19 and 29 recruited from a LoL forum) the following: “In your opinion, are early surrender matches (“short
games”) more or less enjoyable than other matches? If so, why?”
Over 90% (24/26) said that short games are less enjoyable, with
the primary reasons being large skill differences between teams
(24/24), poor cooperation with other team members (20/24), and
players leaving abruptly (17/24). Binomial test results indicate
that short games were considered less enjoyable by the majority
of players in the sample (95% conﬁdence level).
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Enjoyment and Playing Style

D. Enjoyment Measurement
Since the primary study goal was to determine whether
playing style affects game enjoyment, we needed to measure
enjoyment levels for all matches in our database. However,
enjoyment indicators are not obvious in match data, and there
can be signiﬁcant differences in the ways that participating
players enjoy the same match. Therefore, we created two
classiﬁcation levels of overall participant enjoyment for both
teams, measured in terms of match duration. The typical LoL
match lasts for more than 30 min—players cannot surrender
until minute 25, and abandoning a match without surrendering
or being defeated creates a punishable negative record on the
game server. As shown in Fig. 5, the majority of matches
end at the 25- or 26-min mark. Matches lasting 26 min or

tests (99% conﬁdence level) were used to analyze the
statistical signiﬁcance of correlations between enjoyment (percentage of short matches) and the presence of players with certain playing styles. Bonferroni corrections were used in all statistical tests, which were performed for eight team combinations.
1) Group A (“2 GC”): matches in which both teams had one or
more G-C players. Group B (“1 GC”): all other matches
in the sample (i.e., matches in which only one or neither
team had one or more G-C players).
2) Group A (“0 GC”): matches in which neither team had any
G-C players. Group B (“1 GC”): all other matches in the
sample.
3) Group A (“2 GL”): matches in which both teams had one or
more G-L players. Group B (“1 GL”): all other matches
in the sample.
4) Group A (“0 GL”): matches in which neither team had any
G-L players. Group B (“1 GL”): all other matches in the
sample.
5) Group A (“2 LL”), matches in which both teams had one or
more L-L players. Group B (“1 LL”): all other matches
in the sample.
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6) Group A (“0 LL”): matches in which neither team had any
L-L players. Group B (“1 LL”): all other matches in the
sample.
7) Group A (“2 LC”): matches in which both teams had one or
more L-C players. Group B (“1 LC”): all other matches
in the sample.
8) Group A (“0 LC”): matches in which neither team had
L-C players. Group B (“1 LC”): all other matches in the
sample.
All LoL matches are either “normal” or “ranked,” with the
only difference being that individual Elo ratings neither increase nor decrease in normal matches, but increase or decrease
upon winning or losing ranked matches. We used normal match
data because some participants mentioned that they feel more
stressed about surrendering in ranked matches because they
do not want to hurt their teammates’ Elo ratings. Accordingly,
ranked match duration may be a less accurate reﬂection of
player enjoyment.
analysis results are summarized in Table II; percentage
data for short matches are shown. As indicated in the ﬁrst row,
20% of all matches were short when both teams had at least
one G-C player. We found signiﬁcant differences between the
A and B groups in the G-C and G-L team combinations, that
is, 2 GC and 1 GC had higher short match percentages compared to 1 GC and 0 GC, respectively, and 2 GL and 1 GL
had lower short match percentages compared to 1 GL and 0
GL, also respectively. These ﬁndings support our assertion that
individuals with certain playing styles can affect match enjoyment. The Table II data also indicate that the presence of G-C
players resulted in higher percentages of short matches; in other
words, their presence resulted in diminished enjoyment. A possible explanation is the correspondence between the G-C style
and the “building destruction” action—a match advantage indicator and essential LoL skill for ﬁnishing a match. When both
teams lack players with this skill, even the team holding an advantage cannot close a match quickly, and the losing team is
less likely to surrender because it does not feel a strong sense of
disadvantage. Accordingly, the higher short match percentage is
not due to lower enjoyment in the presence of G-C players, but
due to the ability and tendency of G-C players to inﬂict decisive blows for their teams, thus discouraging losing teams from
trying to stage a comeback. This speciﬁc result may not be generalizable to other games in which a G-C style does not carry the
same meaning. For example, in ﬁrst-person shooter (FPS) team
competition games, match advantage is indicated by the number
of kills, an azction associated with an L-L playing style.
Also according to Table II, the presence of G-L players significantly reduced the number of short matches. The percentage of
short matches was 30% when neither team had any G-L players,
and 15% when both teams had at least one G-L player. We believe that global and liberal style players do well in team competition games due to their abilities to clearly observe whole situations, as well as their willingness to cooperate and to take highrisk actions. In LoL, the G-L style corresponds to assisting teammates in ﬁghts, perhaps instilling positive feelings in all team
members and encouraging them to continue playing even when
they are losing. In other words, the presence of one or more G-L
players may decrease the potential for surrender among team
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TABLE II
PLAYING STYLE AND ENJOYMENT

TABLE III
TEAM STYLE AND WIN RATES

members who feel enjoyment from their current activity. This
result should be generalizable to other team competition games
because the G-L style usually corresponds to actions involving
risk to help other players—the kinds of actions that are likely to
instill a positive sense of teamwork.
B. Team Style and Strength
Even though all four playing styles are necessary for winning matches, certain combinations and/or greater diversity may
result in better performance. We used win rate as a measure
of comparative strength, and searched for correlations between
win rate and various team styles. Table III shows average win
rate data for various team style combinations;
tests were performed to determine signiﬁcant differences. Our prediction was
that teams with diverse playing styles would have higher win
rates, but with the exception of team style 13 (absence of L-L
player) and 15 (all four types present), our results indicate that
teams with G-L players and without L-C players were stronger.
Other team styles with better win rates were 04, 09, 10, and 14,
all of them with G-L players but without L-C players. Their win
rates were also higher than team styles 13 and 15.
Regarding the L-C style,
test results indicate a statistically signiﬁcant difference in win rates between teams with
and without L-C players (
). A possible explanation is that the L-C style in LoL corresponds to
farming—an action used to develop players’ virtual characters
to perform other actions. If characters developed by L-C style
players perform poorly, they can detract from team quality, and
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TABLE IV
ELO RATING VERSUS ENJOYMENT AND WIN RATE

Fig. 6. Neural network model.

perhaps also from overall team match enjoyment. The effects
of L-C players in other games may differ. For example, the
L-C playing style in FPS games corresponds to “camping”
actions, that is, defending ﬁxed and safe positions. Campers
are notorious for slowing the pace of games and increasing the
potential for boredom.
Regarding the G-L style, the win rate for teams with one
or more G-L players was also signiﬁcantly higher than teams
without (
). This is not a surprising result, since the global-liberal playing style is one of the most welcomed in team competition games. G-L players have been identiﬁed as having good observation skills, helping team members,
engaging in an active style of play, and loving risk—all useful
attributes in team match games such as LoL.
C. Elo Analysis
A primary study goal was to determine whether the Elo
system is effective in balancing team strengths and enhancing
enjoyment in LoL. In this study, team Elo ranking was measured as the sum of Elo rankings for all ﬁve team members. As
stated above, we used ranked match data because Elo ratings
are not recorded for normal matches. The percentage of short
matches among all ranked matches was 16.2%—lower than
the 18% for normal matches because of player concerns over
their Elo rankings and consequent reluctance to surrender. We
grouped matches according to the difference between the two
participating teams’ Elo rankings. We assumed that smaller
differences would indicate win rates closer to 50% and lower
percentages of short matches. As shown in Table IV, the
Pearson’s correlation coefﬁcient between the group number
and the win rate was 0.95, indicating that the Elo system was
effective in balancing team strength, that is, the larger the Elo
difference, the higher the win rate of the team with the higher
Elo score. In contrast, the correlation coefﬁcient between the
group number and the short match percentage was 0.4. Groups
5, 6, and 7 had the lowest short match percentages; differences
among these groups were in the middle rather than the low end
of the range.
Although the data suggest that Elo ratings can be used successfully to balance LoL team strengths, no clear linear relationship was found between the Elo rating and the short match
percentage. While we cannot offer an explanation for why the
short match percentage decreased and enjoyment increased in

matches involving groups with moderate Elo differences, the
results do provide additional evidence indicating that balancing
team strength represents only one aspect of enhancing game enjoyment.
D. Neural Network Model
After testing for an association between in-game statistics for
chosen game actions and short game percentages, we used the
neural network model shown in Fig. 6 to determine the short
game predictive power of those statistics, with the four normalized action scores for the ten competing players serving as input
in random order. Hidden layer input is a linear combination of
the playing style vector, expressed as
(1)
where indicates a -dimensional vector. Note that (1) uses a
shortcut notation, with the
function being applied to each
vector element. Input values for the two teams were separated
in the hidden layer, each with six hidden nodes. The linear combination of the hidden layer also served as input for the output
layer, expressed as
(2)
. The dewhere is a scalar, and
sired output is whether a speciﬁc match represents a short game.
The sample matches were used to train the neural network as
well as for validation purposes. A standard feedforward/feedback propagation algorithm created with Python was used in the
training process. Results convergence required between 6 and 8
h using a 3.4-GHz central processing unit (CPU). According to
this model, the classiﬁcation error rate was 32.6%—positive, although not very strong evidence supporting the idea of thinking
style as having predictive value for short LoL games. To make
a similar comparison for the Elo method, we trained the neural
network in two additional settings, one using the ten players’
Elo ratings for each match as the only input, the other using both
Elo and playing style statistics. As shown in Table V, a lower
error rate was achieved using the Elo rating alone as input. This
is not surprising, since according to our player interviews the
most common reason for short games is a large difference in
skill level. We also found that the combination of Elo rating and
play style information further reduced the error rate.
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TABLE V
NEURAL NETWORK CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE

We also examined the predictive potential of information regarding ﬁve types of items purchased during matches: offensive, defensive, support, replenishing potion, and vision control.
We believe that purchases of different items also reﬂect certain
play styles, for example, more purchases of defensive and replenishing potions are likely indicators of a conservative style,
and purchases of vision control objects likely reﬂect a global
style. After consulting with expert players regarding classiﬁcations, we calculated item purchase scores for each player in the
same manner as for playing styles, and failed to ﬁnd signiﬁcantly better error rates. Note that this project is limited in terms
of one speciﬁc game, one data preprocessing method, and one
neural network model; we believe an expanded experimental
approach might be more successful in revealing the usefulness
of such information.
E. Player Interviews
We interviewed a total of 14 gamers for purposes of testing
our hypothesis regarding the mapping of thinking styles to
in-game behaviors: ﬁve LoL, ﬁve Starcraft 2, and four Hearthstone players. LoL belongs to the multiplayer battle arena
(MOBA) genre. Starcraft 2, which belongs to the real-time
strategy (RTS) genre, features real-time one-on-one matches.
Hearthstone, which belongs to the collectable card game
(CCG) genre, features turn-based one-on-one matches. See
[40], [41], and [42] for detailed descriptions. Interviews with
players of games other than LoL represent an attempt to determine the generalizability of our method. We recruited both
expert and casual players in order to create a comprehensive
body of data. The 15–20-min interviews focused on clarifying
ways that player thinking styles inﬂuence in-game behaviors.
Questions taken from [1] were used to gather data on determining the liberal–conservative and local–global dimensions
of the participants’ thinking styles. Responses were recorded
along a seven-point Likert scale. Example questions taken from
Sternberg [1] include the following.
1) When I am assigned a task, I care about how important my
job is within the overall situation (global).
2) I prefer working on individual, concrete problems than on
multiple, general problems (local).
3) I like to use new methods to work on tasks (liberal).
4) I prefer working on tasks that can be solved using ﬁxed
rules and regular methods (conservative).
Responses were used to classify each interviewee’s thinking
style and to compare their self-reported in-game behaviors. Participants were also asked to give their opinions about how their
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thinking styles might affect their in-game behaviors. We will
present some of our ﬁndings from these interviews in terms of
the three games.
1) LoL: Playing styles were determined via the interviewees’ self-assessments of their best game actions: farming, destroying buildings, assisting others, or player kills. Four of the
ﬁve participants’ thinking styles matched our mapping method.
The correlation coefﬁcients between self-assessment scores and
the four actions indicate moderate positive correlations: kills,
0.31; building destruction, 0.48; assists, 0.38; and farming, 0.26.
These results partly support our hypothesis concerning the relationship between thinking style and LoL statistics. Note that regardless of their in-game specialties when using various virtual
characters, they all had single game actions that they considered their best. The only participant whose thinking style did
not match his in-game behavior according to our model was
an expert gamer who suggested that players at his level have
less freedom to choose among different styles due to their need
to take on speciﬁc roles in certain team arrangements. Concerning our mapping method, all of the interviewees expressed
the opinion that the study’s dual-axis thinking style was meaningful for LoL gamers. Several also described aggressiveness
as a crucial personal trait for LoL cooperative gaming success,
even though some described aggressive players as annoying
while others described them as enjoyable to play with. One participant said that “aggressive language and bad manners make
me angry,” while another told us “I like aggressive behaviors
[on the part of other players] because they show game engagement, which makes me more serious [about gameplay].” This
ﬁnding is consistent with that reported by Riegelsberger et al.
[20].
2) Starcraft 2: We consulted with expert players of this
game for purposes of playing style classiﬁcation. Though
there are many potential classiﬁcation methods, we focused on
those based on in-game statistics such as average game length,
actions per minute (APM), numbers of units and buildings
produced, and production timing—statistics that reﬂect playing
characteristics such as aggressiveness, pacing (short or long
match preference), local–global tendencies, and multitasking
preferences, among others. For example, the combination of
high “transporter unit” production, high APM, and medium
average game length was viewed as indicating a preference
for multitasking, since the mix typically arises when attacking
multiple locations at the same time. In contrast, traits such as
liberal–conservative tendencies are observable during play but
difﬁcult to deﬁne in terms of in-game statistics, especially since
Starcraft 2 is a one-on-one game that does not require cooperative behavior indicative of a global playing style. Admittedly,
these traits were selected based on the subjective opinions of
expert level participants, and therefore may not be comprehensive. According to both the expert and casual players that
we interviewed, aggressiveness is easily observed via in-game
behaviors, regardless of the skill level. In the words of one
informant, “You can play aggressively or passively no matter
how good you are, and you tend to play that way all the time.”
We were also told that traits such as global tendencies and
multitasking are highly dependent on the skill level due to the
game’s real-time characteristic and the large number of units re-
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quiring control. Regardless of thinking style, casual players ﬁnd
it difﬁcult to multitask and to use a global approach. One participant said, “You know you should take care of economy and
production while engaging in battle, but sometimes you are unable to do so.” Since thinking style is best measured separately
from the skill level, there may be problems linking thinking
styles with expert-level game actions in Starcraft 2. As Sternberg observed, individuals frequently express different thinking
styles when dealing with different kinds of problems. Skill is
one likely reason for this phenomenon.
3) Hearthstone: This game is a turn-based one-on-one card
game. According to the expert players we interviewed, playing
style is best described in terms of fast-to-slow pacing (using
game-speciﬁc terms such as “aggro,” “midrange,” and “control”) and risk-taking tendencies. Since players cannot see their
opponents’ cards, they must decide how to respond to potential threats, either making conservative moves in preparation for
worst case scenarios, or making bold moves that increase their
vulnerability. Cards are drawn randomly from a deck, therefore
players make their play decisions according to optimistic or pessimistic estimates of their luck for the next draw. We were told
that a preference for fast pacing in Hearthstone likely reﬂects
an aggressive personality; one participant told us, “I feel that attacking recklessly is more satisfying than controlling.” The four
interviewees also stated the same opinion that their individual
risk-taking tendencies were consistent with their liberal or conservative personality traits.
According to our interview data, the generalizability of our
ﬁndings is signiﬁcantly associated with game features. As
stated above, the local–global dimension is harder to observe
in turn-taking, real-time one-on-one games. A real-time game
such as Starcraft 2 requires sufﬁcient player skills and considerable mental effort to execute global actions such as attacking
multiple positions at the same time. In games involving random
factors and incomplete information, players reveal their liberal–conservative tendencies in the form of risk taking and
avoidance. While we observed correlations between player
thinking and playing styles, we also noted (as did Sternberg)
that many players use different thinking styles in different
circumstances [1]. Replication with a much larger sample is
required to clarify this point. Regarding aggressiveness, since
almost all of the interviewees mentioned this characteristic
regardless of the game they played, there is clearly motivation
for researchers to ﬁnd a way to automatically identify and
record levels of player aggressiveness, as well as to determine
levels of enjoyment tied to interacting with aggressive players
for purposes of matchmaking and team building.
V.

CONCLUSION

Intrateam interaction makes team competition games fun, but
few researchers have attempted to determine why. In this paper,
we used Sternberg’s thinking style theory to look at ways that
playing style affects gaming enjoyment. Our most important
ﬁnding is that the presence of global-liberal (G-L) style players
is positively correlated with match enjoyment. Accordingly,
game designers may want to identify ways to evenly distribute
G-L style players between or among competing teams in an
effort to increase motivation to continue play. We believe this

result is generalizable to other team competition games because
of the value given to players who take risks in order to help
their teammates.
We also found that the presence or absence of certain player
styles affected team performance. Speciﬁcally, the absence of
G-C style players in LoL tended to make the matches in our
sample much longer, likely due to the lack of decisive gameending blows. This result may not be generalizable to other
games due to differences in corresponding game actions. In
terms of team success, we found that teams with one or more
local and conservative (L-C) style players had lower win rates,
likely due to L-C player emphasis on developing characters,
which is only useful when those characters can perform other
actions well, and therefore support team efforts.
Results from our neural network experiment indicate that information on individual participants’ playing styles is valuable
in terms of predicting short matches. Although the Elo rating
system is more effective by itself, our data suggest that a combination of playing style information and Elo rating may result
in more accurate performance predictions. We acknowledge that
using match duration data to infer enjoyment levels is not generalizable to other games, and that researchers are likely to be
more successful in this regard if they use other kinds of play statistics, as suggested by Delalleau et al. [2]. Also, even though
we failed to ﬁnd any signiﬁcant improvement by using information on game items purchased during matches, we still believe
that such information may have value, and that our result was
due to the computation model used in this study, as well as our
speciﬁc goal of short game prediction.
Data from our interviews with LoL, Starcraft 2, and Hearthstone players revealed some relationships between game features and playing styles that might support future examinations
of the generalizability of our assumptions and ﬁndings. The
potential for global action in smaller scale games (i.e., with
smaller maps, fewer components, and/or less action-associated
freedom) is more limited, while turn-based games provide more
opportunities for expressing global tendencies compared to realtime games. Regarding liberal–conservative tendencies, potential generalizability is affected by incomplete information and
randomness in game rules. Players of all three games told us
that teammate and/or opponent aggressiveness was an important factor in game enjoyment, underscoring the need for an
automatic player aggressiveness detection and record-keeping
mechanism.
This study contributes to current efforts to achieve data analysis scalability using Sternberg’s work on thinking styles as a
guide. When analyzing rapidly accumulating data, the search for
patterns in the absence of guides and assumptions can be time
consuming. According to our ﬁnding that thinking styles can be
mapped to in-game actions, researchers can increase scalability
by focusing on certain actions when analyzing large volumes of
data. However, while we believe that psychological theory can
be used to guide data mining efforts in data-driven player behavior analyses, we also acknowledge that 1) certain results may
not be generalizable to other games because actions associated
with certain styles may have different effects on team members,
and 2) we were not able to identify patterns beyond our guiding
theory-based assumptions. Other researchers may be interested
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in using unsupervised machine learning and statistical methods
(e.g., explorative factor analyses) when replicating or extending
this work.
Future efforts may take one of two directions, the ﬁrst being
to build a comprehensive framework of the relationship between in-game statistics and psychological theory. To validate
the relationship, researchers can start with correlations between
in-game statistics and personal trait assessment scores. In addition to thinking style, we also believe that theories addressing
player motivation and group dynamics represent useful tools
for creating frameworks for analyzing multiplayer games. Such
frameworks may be used to guide data mining processes for
player analyses. A second suggestion is to build a matchmaking
algorithm based on automatic player modeling. Although this
project did not entail creating a matchmaking system and using
ongoing player feedback to test its performance, results from
our neural network experiment indicate positive potential for
using playing style information to predict matchmaking quality.
We also encourage game producers and mod creators to record
more in-game statistics in order to better identify player styles.
In team match games, internal–external tendencies strongly affect enjoyment. Putting cooperative and noncooperative players
on the same team is a recipe for frustration. Data on issuing
commands, following commands and suggestions, and voice
and text communication frequency may be useful for classifying
players in terms of cooperation.
In this study, we identiﬁed player types based on thinking
style theory, and found statistical evidence indicating that
thinking style can be successfully incorporated into a matchmaking system model. Of course, there are other ways to
classify players, for example, team role and team position.
While acknowledging the use of player-edited information
for research and as part of LoL game development efforts, we
believe that automatic player modeling has a major advantage
in that it potentially allows game systems to perform matchmaking tasks using constantly updated play records.
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